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Delivery

Using captivating headers and motivational 
language this concept focussed on 
expressing the urgency of change without 
too harsch of a shock. These three images, 
with colors and shapes from Fair Wear’s 
house style. including powerful messages 
focused on the human angle in the image 
to visualise who we are helping. 

Fair Wear Foundation

As Communications Officer I was 
responsible for increasing the reach of our 
Covid-19 resources by producing engaging 
creatives and copy. 

To create impactful images for social media 
to reach the stakeholders of Fair Wear (CSR 
managers of clothing brands, like-minded 
organisations, government bodies and 
workers unions) and have them refer to the 
Covid-19 dossier on the website for 
guidance. 

The brief
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Fair Wear Foundation

I created a social media campaign focused 
at consumers of member brands to call for 
support during Covid-19. 

Delivery

These icons were created in Fair Wear 
house style and framing the people behind 
the labels and hang tags of our clothes. 
Behind the #SupportFairBrands campaign 
our member brands started sharing videos 
with pledges to the new normal after the 
Covid-19 pandemic. The message to 
consumers was to stand by the brands who 
are working towards better labour 
conditions for garment workers. 

The Brief

We were showing brands the value of our 
membership by calling upon our followers 
to  support Fair Brands.  We had to connect 
the consumers to the garment workers to 
show that there’s people behind making 
the clothes they buy. 
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The brief

Creating different images including quotes 
for the Instagram channel of Fair Wear 
Foundation. 

Making the quotes fit into a quote style 
which clearly still uses the housestyle of 
FWF.

Delivery

I selected images that would work well 
aorund the slanted white square showing 
the various quotes. Each image was 
provided by the brand, and making them fit 
into this template made them look 
consistent for posting on Instagram.


